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IoT Industry pain points and Polysense strategy



WxS Architecture



Polysense -Electricity consumption monitoring needs

电能表
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Check whether the power 
supply of distribution room 
is normalA lot of test work
is needed

Monitoring power 
consumption overloa



Polysense -Power consumption monitoring program

In response to the market demand for power consumption monitoring, 
Polysense developed two solutions for real-time monitoring of power consumption, 
intelligent collection, and management through the relevant protocol stack and 
network protocol transmission to the user's power consumption monitoring platform.

It is widely used in industrial parks, airports, high-speed railway stations and 
stadiums

电流互感器 电能表Mutual inductance
monitoring

Electricity 
meter
monitoring



Power consumption monitoring

Rated current through current transformer,
Output voltage of 0~10V and collect data at 
the same time:
 Nonlinearity
 Pressure
 Power
 The response time
 Bandwidth

Integrated signal transformation technology can effectively transform and output

the strong current signal into 4~20mA and 0~10V.

Standard signal, suitable for PLC/DCS/ meter acquisition.

It is used in many fields to realize current overload monitoring, current-carrying 

capacity analysis and equipment fault monitoring

Working principle:

The current produces a magnetic flux through

the high qualityThe core of the magnet is 

concentrated in the magnetic circuit.Hall yuan

The piece is fixed in a small air gap, using the

Linear detection of magnetic flux.Hall device

The output hall voltage is accurately reflected

Change in current.



Polysense -Advantages of current transformers
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Wide range of measurement: can measure 
any waveform Current and voltage, such as 
dc, ac, pulse,Triangular waveforms, even for
transient peak current,The voltage signal can
also be faithfully reflected

Fast response time: the fastest response time
is only 1us

High measurement accuracy: the measurement
accuracy is better than 1%, the precisio Degree
is suitable for the measurement of any
waveform.

Good linearity: better than 0.2%

Good dynamic performance: fast response 
time, less than 1us;tome The response time of 
the through transformer is 10~20ms

Operating band width: signal in the frequency range
of 0~100KHz Can be measured

High reliability, long average trouble-free working time: 
average none Failure time >5 10 hours

Strong overload capacity, large measuring range:
0~ dozens of Abe, even A vie times

9 Small size, light weight, easy to install.



Polysense -Deployment of current transformers (Electrical Cabinet)

There are various types of current transformers. The coils, clamps and 
squares are first fixed on the board. The live wire is passed through the 
coils and the two wires on the base are connected to the electricity meter.



Polysense -Installation of current transformer (office environment)

 The ct, wiring and acquisition terminals are placed in a large box to form a separate 

terminal

 Users can plug the plug directly into the socket on the surface of the box, and Mote is used 

for power consumption and data collection

 Monitor instantaneous current overload

 After power on, the terminal collects the data and uploads the data to NS through the 

uplink

Note:In the case of power on, before the current 

enters into Mote, the transformer shall be 

decompressed to 12V, or a miniature transformer

shall be installed in WxS8800 for use by Mote 

after decompression



Polysense - Scheme 2: monitoring scheme of guideway watt-hour meter

Using intelligent control chip, real-time power and electricity situation at a glance, 

and master the working state of electricity.

The following data can be collected through the guide-rail

watt-hour meter:

 Total active power

 Voltage

 Current

 Power

 The power factor

 The grid frequency



Polysense - Advantages of electricity 
meters

Hd multifunctional 
display

Change the Settings with two buttons
✓ Address (1-247 optional)
✓ Baud rate (default: 9600, 

optional)
✓ Check bit (odd/even/none 

(optional))

Communication protocol optional
✓ Modbus RTU
✓ DL/T645-1997
✓ DL/T645-2007

Low power consumption

Identification of 
malignant load

Prevent electric 
larceny

Prepayment

Real-time data acquisition, 
high precision

Overload multiple 
wide range

Wide frequency: 
40~1000Hz

Accuracy level 1



Polysense - Installation of electricity meters(Electrical Cabinet)

Install the watt-hour meter on the guide rail and stipulate
that the zero wire and live wire should be connected with 
the ammeter in the distribution box. Our sensor should be 
connected with the watt-hour meter. After power on, the 
terminal should collect data.



Polysense - Installation of electricity meters(office environment)

 The watt-hour meter, power socket and wiring mode are packaged in a waterproof box to 

form a unique terminal for the deployment and installation of customers.

 Users can plug the plug directly into the socket on the surface of the box, and Mote is used 

for power consumption and data collection

 Multiple acquisition capability

 After power on, the terminal collects the data 

and uploads the data to NS through the uplink

Note:In the case of power on, before the current

enters into Mote, the transformer shall be

decompressed to 12V, or a miniature transformer

shall be installed in WxS8800 for use by Mote after

decompression



THANKS FOR YOUR ATTENTION

w y u @ p o l y s e n s e . n e t

Thank you for your guidance ！
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